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4ROUBLESOME CONVERGENCES
! SHORT COMMENT FROM A #ONTINENTAL 
PERSPECTIVE
7ERNER 3CHIFFAUER
%UROPA 5NIVERSITËT
@ARSQ@BS   0OST DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 5+ AND 'ERMANY CONTRAST 
/N THE ONE HAND IN THE 5+ AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THE @7AR ON 4ERROR 
A GROUP WHICH HAD BEEN PROMISED PARTICIPATION IN A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
HAS BEEN INCREASINGLY STIGMATIZED AND BRANDED WITH @OTHERNESS /N THE OTHER 
HAND IN 'ERMANY GROUPS THAT HAD PREVIOUSLY BEEN @OUTSIDE AS @FOREIGNERS 
ARE BEING SELECTIVELY ACCEPTED INTO 'ERMAN SOCIETY BUT THE GROUPS WHICH 
ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS PROCESS AND EVEN MORE BRANDED WITH @OTHERNESS	 ARE 
NOTABLY THE -USLIMS 4HESE DIFFERENT TRAJECTORIES LED TO DIFFERENT REACTIONS 
EMBITTERMENT DISAPPOINTMENT AND ANGER IN THE 5+ AND CYNICISM AND 
RESIGNATION IN 'ERMANY !N OVERALL CONVERGENCE OF POLICIES TOWARD )SLAM IS 
OBSERVABLE NOT ONLY IN 'ERMANY AND THE 5+ BUT THROUGHOUT %UROPE 
)T SEEMS TO BE MORE RELATED TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF A COLLECTIVE %UROPEAN 
IDENTITY THAN TO )SLAM ITSELF
JDXVNQCR   "RITAIN %UROPE EXCLUSION 'ERMANY )SLAM MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY
)NTRODUCTION
4O MY KNOWLEDGE NO RESEARCH COMPARABLE WITH THAT BY -ARIE 'ILLESPIE 
AND HER TEAM HAS BEEN CONDUCTED IN 'ERMANY OR INDEED IN ANY CONTINENTAL 
%UROPEAN COUNTRY 4HEREFORE  THE REMARKS  IN  THIS COMMENT ARE BASED 
ONLY ON IMPRESSIONS FROM MY OWN FIELDWORK ON )SLAMIC COMMUNITIES 
OR ON THE SELFSITUATING OF A SECOND GENERATION OF -USLIMS IN 'ERMANY 
! COMPARATIVE PROJECT ON -USLIM YOUTH IDENTITIES IS ALSO RELEVANT HERE 
3CHIFFAUER ET AL 	
4HE KEY FINDING BY 'ILLESPIES TEAM IS THE LOSS OF TRUST REGARDING BOTH 
MEDIA AND STATE LEGITIMACY AMONG MANY SEGMENTS OF THE POPULATION BUT 
ESPECIALLY AMONG "RITISH -USLIMS -USLIMS ARE MORE DIRECTLY AFFECTED 
BY THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE INVASION OF )RAQ NOT BECAUSE THEY WERE FOND 
OF 3ADDAM (USSEIN BUT BECAUSE  THEY BEAR  THE BRUNT OF DETERIORATING 
RELATIONS WITH THE MAJORITY POPULATION 4HE STATEMENT  THAT  THE WORLD 
HAS BECOME LESS  SECURE SINCE  THE  INVASION HAS A QUANTITATIVE MEANING 
FOR MEMBERS OF THE MAJORITY SOCIETY THE THREAT OF ATTACKS HAS INCREASED 
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&OR -USLIMS IN THE 5+ IT ENTAILS A NEW QUALITY NOT ONLY HAS THE THREAT OF 
ATTACKS INCREASED BUT ALSO THE RISK OF ESCALATION ! VICIOUS CIRCLE OF TERRORIST 
ATTACKS AND RACIST COUNTERATTACKS ENTAILS THE THREAT OF BEING FORCED IN THE 
EXTREME CASE TO @RETURN TO ONES HOMELAND BE IT ONES OWN OR ONLY THAT 
OF ONES PARENTS OR GRANDPARENTS	 4HE  SAME GOVERNMENTAL  REASONS 
SUMMED UP AS THE @7AR ON 4ERROR JUSTIFIED BOTH THE INVASION OF )RAQ AND 
THE TARGETING OF -USLIMS IN TERMS OF DOMESTIC SECURITY POLICY ! MAJORITY 
OF NONMIGRANTS CONDEMN THE )RAQ POLICY BUT  IS APPARENTLY WILLING TO 
SUPPORT DOMESTIC SECURITY POLICY 4O THOSE IMMIGRANTS WHO ARE BRANDED 
A SECURITY RISK BOTH POLICIES SEEM TO MISLEAD THE PUBLIC THEY ACCUSE THE 
GOVERNMENT OF KEEPING THE PUBLIC IN A STATE OF FEAR
&ROM A CONTINENTAL PERSPECTIVE  THE 5+ PECULIARITY  IS  THE  SENSE OF 
DISAPPOINTMENT WHICH EMERGES FROM THE DATA -ASOOD AND (AMIDA A 
0AKISTANI MIDDLECLASS COUPLE WERE DETAINED AND  INTERROGATED AT  THE 
AIRPORT ON RETURNING FROM 0AKISTAN !S REPORTED BY 1URESHI @4HERE WAS 
A TIME ;HE= WOULD HAVE BEEN PREPARED TO DIE FOR THIS COUNTRY BUT THIS EX
PERIENCE HAD UNDERMINED THESE FEELINGS TO SOME DEGREE @!ND WE THOUGHT 
HERE WERE IN A CIVILIZED COUNTRY NOW n WERE IN A CIVILIZED COUNTRY LOOK 
HOW THEY ARE TREATING US 4HIS DISAPPOINTMENT RELATES TO THE PROMISE OF 
A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY THAT THE "RITISH 'OVERNMENT MADE TO IMMIGRANTS 
IN THE S AND S AND WHICH IN THIS FORM WAS UNIQUE IN %UROPE 
-ORE ACTIVELY THAN OTHER %UROPEAN NATIONSTATES THE 5+ ATTEMPTED TO 
REDEFINE ITS NATIONAL IDENTITY "RITISHNESS IN ORDER TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF THE 
REALITIES OF IMMIGRATION 4HE CONCEPT OF DOMESTIC HETEROGENEITY WHICH 
PERMITS NO SUBSTANTIVE DEFINITION OF "RITISHNESS WAS ADOPTED 4HE MESSAGE 
MADE ITS WAY INTO SCHOOLBOOKS THAT THERE HAD ALWAYS BEEN HETEROGENEITY 
IN 'REAT "RITAIN THE NEW HETEROGENEITY DUE TO IMMIGRATION MIGHT MAKE 
THE PICTURE MORE COMPLICATED BUT WAS NOTHING NEW IN PRINCIPLE 4HE 
IMAGE OF "RITISHNESS AS WHITE #HRISTIAN CLEANSHAVEN AND SUITWEARING 
WAS RELINQUISHED IN PLACE OF A PLURALISTIC IMAGE @POSSIBLY BLACK OR BROWN 
(INDU OR -USLIM WEARING A TURBAN A KANGA A SARI 4HERE IS A PARALLEL 
@BETWEEN 'REEK #YPRIOTS  IN ,ONDON WANTING  THEIR  CHILDREN  TO  LEARN 
'REEK AND 7ELSH NATIONALISTS WANTING TO PRESERVE THE 7ELSH LANGUAGE 
"ROOMAN  	
"RITISHNESS WAS CHARACTERIZED BY THE ABILITY TO DEAL WITH SOCIAL COM
PLEXITY IN A REASONABLE AND FAIR MANNER AND THUS TO DEFUSE AND COPE WITH 
CONFLICTS 4HE IDEAL OF  THE MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY STOOD FOR  THE PRACTICAL 
ATTEMPT  TO CARRY OUT  INTEGRATION WHILE PRESERVING DIFFERENCES AND  TO 
BALANCE CONFLICTING VALUES OF EQUALITY AND INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS 4HESE IDEAS 
WERE ONLY PARTIALLY IMPLEMENTED IN SOCIETY AS A WHOLE 4HE REDEFINITION 
OF "RITISHNESS PREVAILED AMONG SOME MIDDLECLASS GROUPS OR MEMBERS 
OF OPPOSITIONAL CULTURES  RACISM LIVED ON AND THE RIGHTWING COUNTER
DISCOURSE CONTINUED 9ET IMPORTANTLY THE CONCEPT GAINED A FOOTHOLD IN 
SCHOOL PRACTICE IN BOTH EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT CURRICULA AND WAS ACTIVELY 
TAKEN UP BY PUPILS AS A %UROPEAN COMPARATIVE STUDY SHOWED 3CHIFFAUER 
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ET AL 	 4HE PUPILS IN %NGLAND STOOD UP FAR MORE EMPHATICALLY FOR 
THEIR RIGHTS AND WERE FAR MORE SENSITIVE TO INFRINGEMENTS OF THEM THAN 
PUPILS IN &RANCE 'ERMANY OR THE .ETHERLANDS 4HE SCHOOL WAS THE SITE 
WHERE THE VISION AND MISSION OF MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY WAS LIVED AND PUT 
INTO PRACTICE
4HE  @7AR ON 4ERROR MEANS  RENOUNCING  THE VISION OF  EGALITARIAN 
PARTICIPATION 4HE SECURITY DISCUSSION OPENS A GAP BETWEEN SUPPOSEDLY 
THREATENING -USLIM IMMIGRANTS AND A SUPPOSEDLY THREATENED MAJORITY 
SOCIETY )MMIGRANTS MUST EXPLAIN THEMSELVES TO THOSE WHO HAVE ALWAYS 
BEEN THERE !SSUMED TO BELONG TO THE COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBLE FOR VIOLENCE 
THEY MUST VOCALLY DISTANCE THEMSELVES FROM IT 4HIS PRESSURE TO EXPLAIN 
MAKES THE IMMIGRANTS PRECARIOUS STATUS CLEAR !S :YGMUNT "AUMAN PUTS 
IT  @4HE UNFORGETTABLE AND HENCE UNFORGIVABLE ORIGINAL  SIN OF  THE  LATE 
ENTRY  	 MEANS THAT STATUS CAN ALWAYS BE RESCINDED !GAINST THIS 
BACKGROUND THE FAILURE OF THE MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY IS ANNOUNCED AND THE 
VISION OF A NATIONAL @PROJECT IDENTITY @WE STAND FOR A CERTAIN VISION YET TO 
BE REALIZED	 IS BURIED ! DEFENSIVE IDENTITY NOW INCREASINGLY EMPHASIZES 
LIMITS AND BOUNDARIES 4HE DREAM OF AN EXCHANGE BASED ON MUTUAL RESPECT 
CEDES GROUND TO A TOLERATION WHICH IS BOTH ASYMMETRIC @THERE ARE SOME 
WHO TOLERATE THE BEHAVIOR OF OTHERS	 AND LIMITED
)N COMPARISON  TO %UROPEAN AND ESPECIALLY 'ERMAN DEVELOPMENTS 
THE 5+ CASE HAS BEEN PECULIARLY DRAMATIC 'ERMAN SOCIETY NEVER MADE 
ANY PROMISE OF MULTICULTURALISM 'IVEN THE REFUSAL UNTIL n TO 
RECOGNIZE THAT 'ERMANY IS EVEN @AN IMMIGRATION COUNTRY REDEFINING @BEING 
'ERMAN STILL REMAINS HARDLY CONCEIVABLE NOT LEAST BECAUSE OF THE DEBATES 
CONCERNING .ATIONAL 3OCIALISM 'ERMAN PROPONENTS OF THE MULTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY THE LIBERAL AND LEFTIST BOURGEOISIE CONCEIVE OF 'ERMAN SOCIETY AS 
SHARING A COMMON DESTINY AND RESPONSIBILITY TO DRAW CONSEQUENCES FROM 
HISTORY @NEVER AGAIN !USCHWITZ AND @NEVER AGAIN A WAR OF AGGRESSION FROM 
'ERMAN SOIL 4HIS MEANS A STRONG COMMITMENT TO OPPOSE ALL RACISM EG 
ATTACKS ON IMMIGRANTS 'ERMAN LIBERALS AND LEFTISTS CONSIDER THEMSELVES 
EXTREMELY ANTINATIONALISTIC YET WITHOUT REALIZING IT THEY DEFINE A NATIONAL 
@WE GROUP n  THOSE WHO SHARE THE GUILT OF .ATIONAL 3OCIALISM 7ITHIN 
THIS  IDENTITY CONSTRUCT MIGRANTS OCCUPY A POSITION AS POTENTIAL VICTIMS 
RATHER THAN FULL MEMBERS OF SOCIETY 4HE IDEA OF A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
HAS THEREFORE REMAINED COLOURLESS AND UNCONNECTED WITH ANY NEW VISION 
OF 'ERMANNESS AND WAS NEVER SERIOUSLY IMPLEMENTED .O PROMISE WAS 
MADE TO MIGRANTS AND NONE WAS BROKEN %QUALLY WHEN THE 3CHRÚDER 
GOVERNMENT WAS REELECTED IN  BECAUSE OF ITS REFUSAL TO PARTICIPATE 
IN THE INVASION OF )RAQ THIS WAS IN PART DUE TO THE PREVAILING NATIONAL 
SELFCONCEPT 4HE GOVERNMENT AVOIDED ENTANGLING ITSELF IN THE WEB OF LIES 
USED TO LEGITIMIZE THE ATTACK
.ONETHELESS  THE  @7AR ON 4ERROR HAD FAR REACHING CONSEQUENCES  IN 
'ERMANY 7HEN 3EPTEMBER  OCCURRED 'ERMAN SOCIETY WAS SLOWLY BUT 
SURELY BEGINNING TO RECOGNIZE THE REALITY OF IMMIGRATION AND TO DEFINE 
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ITSELF OFFICIALLY AS AN  IMMIGRATION COUNTRY 4HE DEBATE ON EXCLUSION 
INTENSIFIED 7AS IT REALLY DESIRABLE TO LET THOSE MIGRANTS WHO HAD BEEN 
LIVING  IN 'ERMANY AS GUEST WORKERS  FOR  SOME  YEARS BECOME FELLOW 
CITIZENS (OW COULD THE CONSTRUCT OF A SOCIETY OF COMMON DESTINY AND 
RESPONSIBILITY BE HARMONIZED WITH THE REALITY OF IMMIGRATION #ONCERNS 
ABOUT  @INTEGRATABILITY PRIMARILY FOCUSED ON -USLIM  @OTHERNESS  )SLAM 
WAS SEEN AS A CONTINUUM IN AND OF ITSELF WITH A WIDERANGING STATIC SYM
BOLIC  SYSTEM MARKING  ITS DIFFERENCE AS  SOMETHING DECIDEDLY DIFFERENT 
FROM A SUPPOSEDLY RATIONAL ENLIGHTENED LIBERAL %UROPE AND AS A RELIGION 
ANDOR CULTURE WHOSE DANGEROUSNESS HAD BEEN EXPOSED BY  THE  TERROR 
ATTACKS 3CHIFFAUER 	 ! MARKED @-USLIMIZATION OF IMMIGRANTS FROM 
)SLAMIC COUNTRIES ENSUED IMMIGRANTS WHO HAD BEEN PERCEIVED PRIMARILY 
IN TERMS OF NATION WERE NOW INCREASINGLY VIEWED AS -USLIMS %QUALLY 
)SLAM WAS ETHNICIZED n ANY DESCENDANT OF A -USLIM WAS CONSIDERED A 
-USLIM 4HE ENTIRE NATURE OF THE DISCUSSION SHIFTED 5NTIL THE END OF THE 
S  LEFTISTLIBERAL AND RIGHTIST ARGUMENTS HAD REMAINED IN BALANCE 
4HE FORMER SUPPORTED IMMIGRANTS RIGHTS AS PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED AND 
OPPOSED XENOPHOBIA AND EXCLUSION  THE  LATTER MAINTAINED A  @'ERMANY 
FIRST POSITION 3INCE  THERE HAS BEEN AN ALLIANCE BETWEEN ,EFT AND 
2IGHT REGARDING )SLAM /N THE ,EFT  @)SLAM  IS CHASTIZED FOR MISOGYNY 
AUTHORITARIANISM AND ANTI3EMITISM .OTE THAT THE RESPONSIBILITY DEDUCED 
FROM THE .ATIONAL 3OCIALIST PAST NO LONGER CONSISTS IN PROTECTING -USLIMS 
FROM ATTACKS BUT RATHER IN CONTROLLING -USLIMS /N THE 2IGHT CONCERNS 
ARE VOICED ABOUT BEING DOMINATED BY FOREIGN ELEMENTS AND REMARKABLY 
ABOUT PROTECTING @*UDEO#HRISTIAN CULTURE
!N AGGRESSIVE @NEOREALIST POSITION EMERGES PROPOUNDING THE FAILURE 
OF MULTICULTURALISM AND INTEGRATION AND LINKING THIS  TO  THE  @NATURE OF 
)SLAM )N 'ERMANY AS IN THE .ETHERLANDS AND THE 5+ MULTICULTURALISM IS 
NOW JUST THE ILLUSORY IDEAL OF UNREALISTIC LEFTISTS WHO DENIED THE PROBLEMS 
AND REFUSED TO RECOGNIZE THAT )SLAM IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH FREE DEMOCRATIC 
CULTURE -ANY -USLIMS REDOUBLE THE STANCE OF THIS NEOREALIST ARGUMENT 
/NLY DREAMERS FULL OF ILLUSIONS EVER BELIEVED THAT %UROPE AND 'ERMANY IN 
PARTICULAR WOULD ONE DAY OPEN UP TO )SLAM AND ACCEPT -USLIMS AS EQUALS 
4HE BITTER REALITY IS THAT %UROPEANS NEVER WANTED THE PRESENCE OF -USLIMS 
4HIS CORRESPONDS TO A NEW FASCINATION WITH MIGRANTS PARENTS COUNTRIES 
OF ORIGIN WHICH INCREASINGLY ASSUME THE CHARACTER OF WISTFULLY LONGEDFOR 
DREAMLANDS PROVIDING NEW SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE TERM @UMMA
!S  FAR AS -USLIMS ARE CONCERNED  THE CONSEQUENCE OF  THE  @7AR ON 
4ERROR IN THE 5+ IS THAT A GROUP WHICH HAD BEEN PROMISED EQUALITY AND 
PARTICIPATION HAS BEEN INCREASINGLY STIGMATIZED AS @OTHER )N 'ERMANY 
GROUPS PREVIOUSLY PLACED OUTSIDE AS  @FOREIGNERS ARE BEING  SELECTIVELY 
ACCEPTED INTO SOCIETY BUT -USLIMS ARE EXCLUDED AND INCREASINGLY BRANDED 
WITH @OTHERNESS 4HESE DIFFERENT TRAJECTORIES LEAD TO DIFFERENT REACTIONS 
EMBITTERMENT DISAPPOINTMENT AND ANGER IN THE 5+ AND CYNICISM AND 
RESIGNATION IN 'ERMANY
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"RITISH AND 'ERMAN ARGUMENTS ARE CONVERGING 4HIS APPLIES TO MORE OR 
LESS ALL %UROPEAN DISCUSSION ON THE SUBJECT 4HE PREVIOUS PARTICULARITIES 
OF NATIONSTATES IN DEALING WITH THE ALIEN 3CHIFFAUER 	 ARE GIVING 
WAY TO A PAN%UROPEAN ARGUMENT UNDER THE AUSPICES OF SECURITY POLICY 
-USLIMS ARE BEING CONSTRUED THROUGHOUT %UROPE AS THE ULTIMATE @OTHER 
THE COUNTERPART WHERE DANGER ORIGINATES !ND YET COULD IT NOT BE EXACTLY 
THE OTHER WAY AROUND *UST WHY HAS THE SECURITY ARGUMENT HAD SUCH SUC
CESS THROUGHOUT %UROPE )S THIS REALLY THE RESULT OF A THREATENING SITUATION 
!FTER ALL THERE HAVE BEEN ABOUT  VICTIMS OF TERRORISM WORLDWIDE SINCE 
 FEWER THAN THE NUMBER WHO DIE ON 'ERMAN ROADS IN A SINGLE YEAR 
 FATALITIES	 0ERHAPS IT IS NOT THE SECURITY PROBLEM WHICH IS HELPING 
TO DEVELOP A PAN%UROPEAN COMMON POSITION BUT RATHER THE NEED FOR A 
PAN%UROPEAN IDENTITY WHICH IS STEERING THE DISCUSSION ABOUT )SLAM 7HEN 
NO ONE KNOWS WHAT %UROPE STANDS FOR A DISCUSSION ABOUT OTHERNESS AND 
ALIENATION IS QUITE WELCOME YOU BUILD THE -USLIM UP AS SOMETHING COM
PLETELY DIFFERENT THE ABSOLUTE OTHER MISOGYNIST ANTI3EMITE PATRIARCH 
ANTIDEMOCRAT TERRORIST 4HEN DISTINGUISH YOURSELF COMPLETELY FROM THAT 
STEREOTYPICAL  @OTHER 9OU STILL MIGHT NOT KNOW WHAT YOU STAND FOR BUT 
YOU WILL KNOW WHAT YOU DO NOT STAND FOR n NAMELY THE ENTIRE SET OF VALUES 
ALLEGEDLY OF )SLAM ! COLLECTIVE  IDENTITY  IS DEVELOPED BY FASHIONING A 
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